
 
 

                           INTRODUCTION OF ELCOATS        Eagle Eye on Quality 
 
Dear Customer, 
 
Elcoats & Allied Industries are in the field of Anodizing, Hard Anodizing, Chromate 
conversion coating, titanium anodizing, polishing service and many more. Our services 
are very affordable and at competitive prices. 
 
Elcoats been a leader in metal finishing industry from past two decades, operating also 
under umbrella of Electroshades. In 2015 Elcoats coatings received the prestigious ISO 
9001:2015 certification, from QCC India.  
 
Our commitment to giving customers top notch quality, is evident in everything we do 
right from material anodizing, quality to timely delivery. Stringent checks are carried out 
at each stage by a highly experienced inspection team, chemists and quality controllers. 
 
We work with state of the art equipment, and have over 10,000 square feet of 
production area and over 25+ highly skilled resources, technical equipped machinery to 
provide the metal product with highest quality outcome. 
 
We at Elcoats are putting ourselves in our customer’s shoes to provide innovative 
coating solutions most suitable to them. This quest to add value has seen us investing 
in talent and technology consistently.  
 
We at Elcoats are thrilled to have the chance to submit a proposal that will help your 
organization achieve highest quality in products and lower its ROI costs. We can cater 
to various categories including automotive, rail, military, culinary, medical equipment’s, 
defense, etc. Following are the services offered at Elcoats & Allied Industries: 
 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION TYPE CLASS 

Normal Anodizing MIL-A-8625 II 1 and 2 

Hard Anodizing MIL-A-8625 III 1 and 2 



Chromate 
Conversion 

MIL-DTL-5541 I and II 1 and 3A 

 
The enclosed proposal includes in depth information on how we have helped other 
companies achieve their quality standard in metal finishing.  
 
For any clarifications please do call us on +91 831 060 4092 if you have any questions 
or doubts. We are sure that we can also come up with a personalized plan that suits the 
requirements of your organization. 
 

Few of our client’s catered and the products are: 
 

 
WORK ORDERS: 

  



 
 

 
 
 



 


